


Based out of Mumbai, India, we are an independent children’s publishing boutique 
that connects young readers with captivating, diverse  and delightful content.  Our 
readers are as young as four and can be as old as the adults who read with them. 
Our Books encourage little ones and grown-ups to read together and reimagine 

stories in their own unique ways.

Ideal for emergent readers, the pictures, colours, and text are carefully thought 
out to engage critical thinking.

Diverse Stories. Emerging Voices.
That’s Daffodil Lane.

About US
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OUR PRODUCTS
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TRY YOUR BEST, PATRICK

MRP - ₹299

Written by David Howlett & Illustrated by Urvashi Dubey

Patrick is a normal chicken. He’s ok at this and ok at that. He thinks his 
friends are far better than him at everything. He longs to be the best at 
something but just can’t seem to find his talent. His mother always tells 
him to try his best, but Patrick wonders if he will ever be good at 
anything?

This story about a little chicken who is discouraged by his ‘normalness’, 
reminds us that it takes perseverance (with some heartbreak) and 
willingness to keep trying to make us the best that we can be.

Reading age: 4+
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CAT'S DIWALI

MRP - ₹299

Written by Sarah H. Paul & Illustrated by Urvashi Dubey

Cat is the furry family member of an Indian home. She is just like any 
other cat - she likes to eat, play and make a mess. But what changes for 
Cat on Diwali? Can she go about her day as she normally does?

Told through a house pet's eyes, this simple story takes us through 
what our four-legged companions experience during our very human 
celebrations. Children will especially enjoy watching their favourite 
festival through the eyes of a festive feline. 'A treasured little keepsake 
for little ones this Diwali' It's purr-fect for all!

"A lesson in probing into the humanness animals can bring about and 
the humanity they ought to be shown" -Mid-Day

Reading age: 4+
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ONE MORE DOES MATTER, LANA

MRP - ₹299

Written by David Howlett & Illustrated by Urvashi Dubey

Lana, a creative little rabbit with a fire in her belly tries to save the 
forest one tree at a time. She teaches her greedy, tree-cutting 
neighbour Mr. Wolf about the importance of upcycling.

Through this fable of overpowering greed, the book imparts a moral 
that encompasses both; the importance of conserving our forests and 
the endurance of nature.

Reading age: 4+
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STICKY SCAPES ADVENTURE STICKER BOOK

MRP - ₹350

Illustrated by Letisha Fernandes

A fun, engaging sticker book packed with colour and fun facts, Daffodil 
Lane’s ‘Sticky Scapes’ Adventure Sticker Book promises to keep 
children busy.

A motor skill powerhouse, peeling stickers work on pincer grasp skills, 
bilateral hand coordination and of course, each page makes a great 
landscape to transport children to, for them to imagine, talk about and 
describe.

Reading age: 4+
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There’s A Leopard In my House

MRP - ₹299

Written by Vaishali Shroff & Illustrated by Urvashi Dubey

One day when Leela Goes home from school, a leopard opens the door 
instead of her mum.

“This is my house” says the leopard. 

What happens to Leela? What happens to the leopard? Whose house is 
it really? 

Written by award-winning children’s author and columnist Vaishali 
Shroff, this endearing tale is about a young girl and her spotted guest 
who gets a little too comfortable in her home.

Reading age: 4+
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Don’t Intrude On My Mood!

MRP - ₹299

Written by Rea Malhotra Mukhtyar & Illustrated by Urvashi Dubey

Don’t Intrude On My Mood! is about a little cat who throws a big 
tantrum! As a result of his fiery temper, he rants and raves and rants 
some more- only to be interrupted by his mother, who has some 
unexpected news…

A great way to teach young readers the importance of patience and 
self-reflection, this story is written for those aged 4+ and their very 
clever parents!

Reading age: 4+
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The world’s greatest artists:
GROWN UPS WHO NEvER STOPPED DRAWING

MRP - ₹499

Written & Illustrated by Urvashi Dubey

A great introduction to some of the masters - Da Vinci, Raza and 
Picasso, to name a few. A delight to the eyes with the promise of 
exposing children to each artist and their unique creative style and 
journey, this book makes for a great addition to any library, or even as 
an artsy keepsake. Packed with great lessons on courage, 
perseverance and determination; knowing that their stories are real 
makes the message all the more powerful.

With just a handful of pencils, and crayons, this book provides hours of 
fun for all ages!

Reading age: 5+
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THERE’S CORIANDER IN MY SUGAR POT!

MRP - ₹299

Written by Rea Malhotra Mukhtyar & Illustrated by Urvashi Dubey

All mamma wants on her special day is a little bit of peace, love, and 
cleanliness. No clutter, no spills, and certainly no coriander in her 
sugar pot! That should be easy enough… right? Instead she wakes up to 
a mess. Not just any mess; a BIG mess. A HUGE mess! A MESS TO END 
ALL MESSES!

Who caused it? Should she even be this angry? And are all messes 
really a bad thing?

Come find out in this tale of family fun, suitable for readers aged 4+ and 
their very tidy parents!

Reading age: 4+
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food fight

MRP - ₹299

Written by Aditya Shah and Karan Shah & Illustrated by Urvashi Dubey

A story that starts as a squabble between two friends that turns into an 
epic food fight in the class that almost never ends...

Mischievous, messy and mouth watering at the same time, this 
page-turner is a hilarious addition to our praised collection of 
social-emotional books that will make for a fresh, charming 
introduction to conflict resolution, sharing, and empathy.

“Crisp sentences ending in easy rhymes will grab your attention... 
brings a smile to your face." -Mid-Day

Reading age: 4+
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The Cat is Not a Dog,
The Dog is Not a Cat
MRP - ₹299

Written by Megha Kaushik & Illustrated by Elizabeth Anderson

Get ready for a furry adventure like no other in ‘The Cat is Not a Dog, 
The Dog is Not a Cat!’ Witness how cats believe they rule the world and 
experience the unwavering loyalty of dogs, always ready for playtime. 
Can man’s best friend share their humans with sassy cats?

Read this book to find out! 

Choose to start from the cat’s or dog’s side, or flip a coin if you can’t 
decide. Once you’ve enjoyed one side, flip the book to reveal the other 
story, and watch the tale come together purr-fectly.

Reading age: 5+
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THE GREAT Cookie Chaos

MRP - ₹299

Written by Jessica Shaw & Illustrated by Pauline Gregory

One cookie is dropped.
Two mice refuse to share.
Three roosters raise a ruckus.

All the farm animals fight over who gets the cookie—until there’s 
trouble overhead!

Will they find a way out of this chaos?

Reading age: 4+

Coming Soon
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NO IS A GOOD WORD

MRP - ₹299

Written by Bharti Singh & Illustrated by Urvashi Dubey

Have you ever wanted to say ‘No’ to someone but didn’t want to hurt 
their feelings? Are there times when you’ve wanted to say ‘No’ but 
instead you’ve said ‘Yes’ and it made you feel awful?

“No is a Good Word” explores these moments and teaches us the 
importance of setting boundaries.

Join Sia on a captivating journey as she shows us how to understand 
our own feelings, assert ourselves in different scenarios, and 
communicate our needs and limits. Learning to confidently and 
gracefully say ‘No’ is a valuable lesson for readers of all ages, making 
this book a must-read for children and adults alike.

Reading age: 4+

Coming Soon
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CONTACT US

sale@daffodillanebooks.com

info@daffodillanebooks.com

www.daffodillanebooks.com

@daffodillane_books


